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Stochastic electron energy gain under sheath electric field near sidewall of

chamber to drive inductively coupled magnetized plasmas ∗

Hironori Takahashi and Hirotake Sugawara†

Graduate School of Information Science and Technology, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060-0814,

Japan

Single-electron motions near the sidewall of a chamber to drive a type of inductively coupled mag-

netized plasmas are analyzed using a Monte Carlo method in a simulation model with sheath electric

field (Esh) to understand the mechanism of electron energy gain (EEG). The analysis reveals that the

E × B drift caused by Esh, along the rf electric field induced in parallel to the sidewall, makes the

EEG high and asymmetric between the first and second halves of an rf period. We observe spatial

distributions of the EEG as a function of the distance from the wall under several sheath conditions.

The EEG is higher under higher Esh and high EEG values are more concentrated in the sheath whose

potential gradient is larger. Finally, observation of the phase-resolved EEG distributions demonstrates

statistically that the EEG mechanism found in stochastic individual electron behaviors also works for

a majority of electrons.

1. Introduction

Inductively coupled plasmas (ICPs) operated at low pressures and high densities are uti-

lized for material processing. Magnetic fields have been applied to ICPs in order to give

some additional values. For example, neutral loop discharge (NLD) plasmas1,2 magnetized

by three coaxial dc coils achieve high-throughput etching with its high ion density and uni-

form processing by controlling magnetic fields dynamically,3,4 and X-point plasmas driven

under confronting divergent magnetic fields, originally developed for negative ion sources, can

confine electrons in the plasma enhancement region.5–8

We focus on the plasma flow controllability through the adjustment of coil currents induc-

ing the magnetic fields.9,10 The magnetic fields are expected as magnetic filter/shutter,11–22

and their potential applications would be advanced plasma modulation and downsizing of

remote plasmas. On the other hand, it is known that magnetic fields have cooling effect on

electrons in plasmas.23–26 For compatibility between sustainment and control of the plasmas,

electron energy gain (EEG), i.e. deposition of electric power to the electrons, is one of the most

fundamental processes. We have investigated the EEG mechanisms as follows. Phase-resolved
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EEG distribution was observed to analyze the causes of high EEG in several regions in the

X-point plasmas.10,27 It was indicated that a specific configuration of electric and magnetic

fields induced a directionality of electron drift and an asymmetric power deposition between

the first and second halves of an rf period. In the vicinity of the sidewall of the chamber, it

was revealed that a directionality caused by electron reflection under a magnetic field leads

to a stochastic EEG.28 It was also suggested that a high EEG was caused by a temporary

ECR2,29 in a particular region, where the frequency of the applied electric field and the elec-

tron gyration frequency match.9,30

In a collision dominated ICP, it was also reported that the EEG near the sidewall works

to sustain the entire plasma,31,32 and the energy deposition was experimentally observed by

measuring the net excitation rate via optical emission spectroscopy.33,34 The EEG occurs

through the E ×B drift due to dc sheath electric field and induced rf magnetic field, which

indicates that electron gyration contributes to the EEG even in the plasma not magnetized

by dc coils.31,32 The microscopic viewpoint of electron behavior is essential for understanding

the EEG mechanism, and the sheath electric field can play an important role in plasma

sustainment. In our previous analysis of the EEG near the wall, the sheath was not considered

to highlight the sole influence of electron reflection at the wall.28 Consideration of the sheath

is a possible next step for more practical analyses.

In this paper, we analyze the EEG mechanism in a magnetized ICP under the sheath

electric field near the sidewall of chamber on the basis of the single-electron motion observed

by a Monte Carlo method adopting a simplified flat wall model. Next, we analyze the spa-

tial distributions of the EEG and electron number density under several sheath conditions

to understand the influence of sheath potential distribution on the EEG. Finally, the EEG

distributions during the first and second halves of an rf period are separately observed to

verify statistically that the EEG is imbalance between the two halves.

2. Simulation model and conditions

2.1 Focused region and flat wall model

The flat wall model used in the previous paper28 is adopted here to investigate essential

factors in the EEG mechanism near the sidewall of the chamber. The sidewall of a cylindrical

chamber is cut and unbent into a plane. Let this be the yz-plane and the distance from it be

x (see Fig. 1).

The rf electric field Erf , sheath electric field Esh, and dc magnetic field B are defined in

a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) as follows:

E = (Ex, Ey, Ez) = Erf(t) +Esh(x), (1)

Erf(t) = (0, Erf(t), 0) = (0,−E0 sinωt, 0) (E0 > 0), (2)

Esh(x) = (Esh(x), 0, 0) = (−dVsh(x)/dx, 0, 0), (3)
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Fig. 1. Schematic of simulation model: (a) simplification process of the sidewall of cylindrical cham-

ber, and (b) simplified flat wall model with an example of assumed sheath electric potential. The

field configuration is based on that near the sidewall of the X-point plasma chamber assumed

in the previous paper.28 E = (Ex, Ey, Ez) = Erf + Esh = (Esh, Erf , 0) = (Esh(x),−E0 sinωt, 0)

(E0 > 0), ω = 2πfrf , and B = (Bx, By, Bz) = (0, 0, B) (B > 0). Erf and B fields in the flat

wall model are uniform throughout the space. Erf ⊥ B and Esh ⊥ B. E0 = 1000–1500Vm−1,

frf = 13.56MHz, and B = 5mT. Esh is detailed in Sects. 2.1 and 3.2.

B = (Bx, By, Bz) = (0, 0, B) (B > 0), (4)

where Vsh is the sheath potential, andErf andB are uniform over the space. For more practical

analyses, Esh is newly considered here on the basis of the values measured in a similar Ar

ICP;35,36 the self-consistent analysis of the Esh(x) values would take an enormous calculation

load. The spatial distributions of the EEG G(x), the count n(x) of EEG sampling, and their

product n(x)G(x) are observed as varying the sheath shapes for qualitative understanding.

n(x) and n(x)G(x) correspond to electron residence time and power deposition, respectively.

First, Vsh is approximated by an exponential function with a characteristic length λ as Vsh(x) =
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−V0 exp(−x/λ). Typical electron behavior in the sheath is observed. Next, the gradient of Vsh

was varied keeping the sheath thickness w constant as Vsh(x) = −V0[(w−x)/w]a, where a is a

parameter. The dependence of the G(x) peak behavior on the potential gradient is observed.

We set E0 = 1000–1500Vm−1, B = 5mT, V0 = 0–40V, λ = 0.1–0.5 cm, w = 1.5 cm, a = 1–2,

ω = 2πfrf , and frf = 13.56MHz. The cyclotron frequency fc = eB/(2πm) under the present

condition is about 140.0MHz, which is sufficiently higher than frf . The shapes of Vsh(x)

and Esh(x) are described in Sect. 3.2 together with the simulation results. Here, only the z

component is assumed for B, modelled after the field configuration in the region near the

upper end of the sidewall, while the contiguous region was analyzed in the presence of the Bz

and Bx components in succeeding work.37,38

The initial electrons are supplied at x = λ in the exponential sheath model and at x = 2 cm

in the fixed-width sheath model. These positions were chosen as preferable ones to obtain a

sufficient number of sampling counts in the vicinity of the wall practically, and they are

of a common electric potential in each sheath model. Here, it was observed in preliminary

calculations in the exponential sheath model at a λ value that the EEG is unchanged even

with different initial electron positions.

2.2 Monte Carlo method

The electron motion in the flat wall model was simulated by a Monte Carlo method. The

electron trajectory was calculated using the Runge–Kutta method for the following electron

motion equations:

dv

dt
= − e

m
(E + v ×B),

dr

dt
= v, (5)

where r = (x, y, z) and v = (vx, vy, vz) are the position and velocity of an electron, and e and

m are the electronic charge and mass, respectively. The simulation time step ∆t was 3.7 ps,

which is 1/20 000 of the rf period Trf = 1/frf = 73.7 ns. The electron energy ε = 1
2m|v|2 and

locus data were output every 5∆t. The cyclotron period Tc is 7.1 ns at the B assumed here.

The initial electrons were supplied at the positions mentioned above with electron velocities

chosen at random from a Maxwellian distribution with a mean electron energy of 1.0 eV.

The gas was assumed to be Ar at 0.67Pa at 300K. The collision frequency ν at the present

gas pressure is 5–50 × 106 s−1, which is lower than fc = 140.0MHz at B = 5mT; i.e., the

electron cyclotron motion occurs. A timesaving scheme for the judgement of electron–molecule

collisions39 was adopted. The electron collision cross sections of Ar40 include processes of

elastic, excitation, and ionization collisions. Here, electron–electron and electron–ion collisions

are not considered because weakly ionized plasma is assumed.

Electron reflectivity rref is 1 or 0, i.e. perfect reflection or absorption, respectively. The

remaining energy ratio at an electron reflection is 1. The EEG distributions under three

conditions are compared; reflective wall with sheath (RWwS, V0 = 40V, rref = 1), absorbing
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wall with sheath (AWwS, V0 = 40V, rref = 0), and reflective wall without sheath (RWw/oS,

V0 = 0, rref = 1). The case of RWw/oS has already been analyzed in the previous paper.28

A comparison between RWwS and RWw/oS is expected to reveal the sole influence of the

sheath on the EEG. That between RWwS and AWwS is to clarify the influence of the electron

reflection on the EEG in the sheath. These influences would coexist in the actual plasmas in

the case of rref > 0.

We tracked the electrons until t = 500Trf and sampled them after t = 400Trf to avoid the

influence of the initial condition-dependent relaxation process. We superposed the electron

distributions and related quantities over the last 100Trf of the simulation time to reduce the

statistical fluctuation.

2.3 Observed properties

First, we observed loci of single electron motion. Next, we calculated the distributions

of G(x), n(x), and n(x)G(x). The spatial resolution was set at ∆x = 0.05 cm. G(x) repre-

sents the net EEG including the energy increase by acceleration and the energy decrease by

deceleration during flight within a sampling section. The electron energy loss by inelastic col-

lisions was taken into account separately. When an electron moves from a sampling section

to another, the accompanying energy transported by the electron is not added to the G(x) of

both sampling sections. Here, G(x) is defined as the changes of ε per rf period per electron

during its stay in a sampling section. The unit of G(x) is eV(rf period)−1(electron)−1, and

1 eV(rf period)−1(electron)−1 = e × (1V)/Trf = 2.17 × 10−12W/electron. n(x) is normalized

as
∫ xlim

0 n(x)dx = 1 (xlim = 5 cm) and
∫ xlim

0 n(x)G(x)dx shows electric power deposition per

electron.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Effect of sheath electric field and magnetic field on the electron energy gain mechanism

Figures 2 and 3 show the loci of typical sample electrons and the temporal variation of

their energies in the absence and presence of collisions, respectively, during an rf period. The

electron cyclotron motion is clearly observed, because fc > frf . Here, all collisions depicted in

Fig. 3 are elastic (ν < fc). The thick curves represent the moving average of ε(t) during the

period between t−Tc and t+Tc. The moving average clarifies the tendency of the ε variation

during an rf period, while the instantaneous ε fluctuated every Tc because the gyrating electron

was accelerated and decelerated by Esh.

In Fig. 2, a gyrating electron approached the wall by the E×B drift due to Erf (Erf ×B

drift), and after that, it drifted toward the +y direction by that due to the dc Esh field

(Esh ×B drift). During this first half of the rf period (HP1), the electron was accelerated by

Erf because the direction of the Esh ×B drift matches that of the acceleration by Erf . After

the alternation of Erf , the Esh ×B drift direction is that of the deceleration by Erf during
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Fig. 2. Typical electron motion in the flat wall model with sheath electric field and temporal variation

of ε: (a) example electron locus and (b) ε and its moving average during the period between t−Tc

and t+ Tc. E0 = 1000Vm−1, V0 = 40V, λ = 0.15 cm, B = 5mT.

the second half of the rf period (HP2). The Esh×B drift weakened because the Erf ×B drift

is toward the leaving direction from the wall and the electron returned to a region of low Esh.

It is likely that the electron acceleration in the sheath precedes the deceleration there

as seen in Fig. 2(b) because the Erf × B drift is toward the wall and the Esh × B drift

starts in HP1. The direction of the Esh ×B drift is toward that of the acceleration by Erf in

HP1 as mentioned above. When electrons leave the sheath by collisional scattering, as seen

in Fig. 3, the deceleration by Erf weakens because the Esh ×B drift slows down. As a result

of these processes, the preceding acceleration by Erf exceeds the succeeding deceleration,

and electrons stochastically gain energy near the wall. This mechanism is effective when the

electron mean free time is sufficiently longer than Tc and the Esh×B drift occurs significantly.

This requirement would be easily satisfied in many magnetized ICPs of low ν.

This interpretation for the electron motions is a presumption at this stage. It is statistically

verified in Sect. 3.3 that a majority of electrons surely undergo the presumed motions.

3.2 Distributions of electron energy gain and energy deposition under several sheath condi-

tions

Figure 4 shows the EEG distributions under various conditions of sheath and boundary.

The initial electron is supplied at x = 0 for RWw/oS. In the both cases of RWwS and
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Fig. 3. Typical electron motion in the flat wall model with sheath electric field and temporal variation

of ε in the presence of collisions indicated by �: (a) example electron locus and (b) ε and its moving

average during the period between t− Tc and t+ Tc. The condition is the same as in Fig. 2.

RWw/oS, G(x) is high near the wall. The high G(x) in the case of RWwS is due to the EEG

mechanism mentioned in Sect. 3.1. That in the case of RWw/oS was explained in Ref. 28. Their

mechanisms are similar in the point that the electron drift along Erf leads to an asymmetric

electric power deposition during an rf period. The electron drift discussed in the previous

paper28 is due to electron reflection under B, and that newly considered in the present paper

is due to the Esh×B drift. G(x) in the case of AWwS has a peak in front of the wall, decreases

with decreasing x, and turns negative. The high G(x) is due to the same EEG mechanism as

in RWwS and the negative G(x) is due to the electrons decelerated by Esh before electron

absorption at the wall.

Figure 5 shows the EEG distributions under the exponential Vsh(x) with various λ to-

gether with Vsh(x) and Esh(x). Hereafter, AWwS was assumed to separate the focused EEG

mechanism in the sheath from that accompanying electron reflection analyzed previously.28

G(x) has peaks and negative values near the wall for the same reason as discussed above. The

EEG is higher in higher Esh with shorter λ. This is because the Esh×B drift, the main factor

of the EEG mechanism, is stronger in higher Esh. The peak position is shifted to smaller x

with decreasing λ because of the higher Esh in the vicinity of the wall at smaller λ. The local

minimum appears around x = 1 cm at shorter λ. Although the reason has not been clarified

yet, this dip appears in a region between the G peak and the plasma bulk also in the no-sheath

case investigated in the previous paper.28
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Fig. 4. Distributions of electron energy gain G(x) under different sheath and boundary conditions.

x is the distance from the wall in the flat wall model. E0 = 1000Vm−1, and B = 5mT.

Figure 6 shows n(x) and n(x)G(x), the sampling count and the sampling count-weighted

EEG, respectively. E and B are the same as in Fig. 5. n(x) decreases with decreasing x

and becomes almost zero near the wall because the electrons are repelled by Esh. Approach

of electrons to the wall becomes easier at smaller λ because low |Vsh| region extends to the

vicinity of the wall. n(x)G(x), the factor to estimate the electric power deposition to the

plasma at x, has peaks in front of the wall and is higher at shorter λ similarly to G(x) in

Fig. 5.

Figure 7 shows G(x) under various sheath shapes with w = 1.5 cm and V0 = 40V together

with Vsh(x) and Esh(x). The potential gradient of the sheath varies with the exponent a. G(x)

has peaks around the sheath edge, and the electrons gain energy in a wider region in Esh

whose gradient is smaller around the sheath edge at larger a. This is because the electrons

enter the sheath deeper while they are stochastically gaining energy from Erf . In addition,

the G(x) peak is higher in higher Esh around the sheath edge at smaller a.

Figure 8 shows n(x) and n(x)G(x) at the same E and B as in Fig. 7. n(x) decreases as

x becomes smaller similarly to Fig. 6. It is easier for the electrons to stay in the sheath with

larger a. The n(x)G(x) shape indicates that higher electric power is deposited in a narrower

region around the sheath edge at smaller a.

3.3 Statistical view of the electron energy gain mechanism

Lastly, we observed the phase-resolved EEG distributions to investigate them from a

statistical viewpoint. Figure 9(a) shows the EEG distributions G1 during HP1 and G2 during

HP2, and Fig. 9(b) shows the fraction of the count of the EEG sampling during HP1, n1/(n1+
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Fig. 5. Distributions of (a) sheath potential Vsh(x), (b) sheath electric field Esh(x), and (c) electron

energy gain G(x). E0 = 1500Vm−1 and B = 5mT.

n2), where n1 and n2 are the counts of EEG sampling during HP1 and HP2, respectively. The

condition is the same as in Fig. 2 (AWwS). G1 and G2 are the EEG given only by Erf ,

excluding the EEG by static Esh calculated from the displacement of electron position x.

The electron acceleration surely occurs near the wall during HP1 (G1 > 0) and the decel-

eration occurs during HP2 (G2 < 0). In addition, it is confirmed that HP1 (acceleration phase)

lasted longer than HP2 (deceleration phase) near the wall (n1/(n1 + n2) >
1
2 , i.e. n1 > n2).

From these results, it is concluded that the EEG mechanism observed in individual electron

behaviors is also verified statistically.

Figure 10 shows the distributions of the EEG from Erf only, Grf , and that from Esh

only, Gsh. As expected, only Erf contributed to the high EEG near the wall (Grf > 0),

and it is considered that the negative Gsh values are due to the electron deceleration before

electron absorption at the wall. Esh itself does not give energy to electrons directly, although

it contributes to the EEG by promoting the Esh ×B drift along Erf .
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EEG, n(x)G(x).
∫ xlim

0
n(x)dx = 1, where xlim = 5 cm. The condition is the same as in Fig. 5.

4. Conclusions

The single-electron motions near the sidewall of a cylindrical chamber to drive a mag-

netized ICP were analyzed using a Monte Carlo method in the simplified flat wall model

introducing dc sheath for understanding the EEG mechanism in more practical conditions.

When the Erf ×B drift is toward the wall, the direction of the Esh×B drift matches that of

the acceleration by Erf . After the alternation of Erf , the Esh×B drift is toward the direction

of the deceleration by Erf , and the electrons leave the sheath by the Erf ×B drift. Most elec-

trons start their Esh ×B drift in the preceding acceleration phase because the Erf ×B drift

is toward the wall. When the electrons in the sheath are scattered by collisions, the preceding

acceleration phase may become longer than the succeeding deceleration phase terminated by

the collisions. The present EEG mechanism is similar to that caused by electron reflection

explained in the previous paper,28 in which the directionality of electron drift along Erf leads

to an asymmetric electric power deposition during an rf period.

Observation of G(x) and the count of EEG sampling, n(x), under several Esh(x) revealed

the dependence of the EEG on the sheath configuration. G(x) is higher under higher Esh

because the main factor of the EEG mechanism is the Esh×B drift. In the case of the perfectly
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Fig. 7. Distributions of (a) sheath potential Vsh(x), (b) sheath electric field Esh(x), and (c) electron

energy gain G(x). E0 = 1500Vm−1, and B = 5mT.

absorbing boundary, G(x) is negative near the wall because the electrons are decelerated by

Esh before electron absorption at the wall. Overall, G(x) is systematically dependent on the

parameters determining the sheath shape. The region where the electric power is deposited is

recognized with high n(x)G(x). Separation of the EEG distribution into two corresponding to

the first and second halves of an rf period statistically clarified that the EEG mechanism in

the sheath observed in the individual electron motions works also for a majority of electrons.

In this work, some factors have been simplified; e.g., the boundary condition, the chamber

geometry, and the configuration of the electric and magnetic fields. However, the influence

of the EEG mechanism originating from electron motions on plasma response would appear

in the actual plasmas because essential factors are considered in this paper. As succeeding

work,37,38 in a cylindrical chamber model, the radial component of the magnetic field was

newly considered, and the similar EEG mechanism was revealed on the basis of the present

findings. This magnetic field configuration is seen not only in the X-point plasmas but also in

commercially used magnetized plasmas such as the NLD plasmas.
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Fig. 8. Distributions of (a) the count of EEG sampling, n(x), and (b) the sampling count-weighted

EEG, n(x)G(x).
∫ xlim

0
n(x)dx = 1, where xlim = 5 cm. The condition is the same as in Fig. 7.

The potential distribution of the sheath near the wall of ICP reactors and its influence have

never been fully revealed yet and are often ignored in modelling ICPs. Under such circum-

stances, the present parametric study leads to a qualitative understanding of the influence

on the EEG mechanism. The result that the directionality of electron flight caused by the

Esh ×B drift contributes to the EEG is one of the noteworthy factors in considering control

of ICPs by magnetic fields.
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